Generalization of coupled spiking models and effects of the width of an action potential on synchronization phenomena.
The integrate-and-fire (IF) neuron model and the piecewise-linear version of FitzHugh-Nagumo (PL) neuron model with a time scale parameter mu are frequently being used in the study of synchronization phenomena. Although the two models are regarded to be different type, we show a certain equivalence between them by deriving the coupled IF model of an improved version with a firing duration from the recovery variable coupled system of the PL model, under taking the limit of mu-->0 without a loss of any coupling properties. In the coupled IF model with the duration time, the synchronization behavior of a pair of neurons with excitatory or inhibitory synaptic coupling can be systematically explored in terms of three parameters in the model (synaptic strength, decaying relaxation rate of the synaptic coupling, and the parameter exhibiting the firing duration). We find some irregularly synchronous behavior with or without constant firing order alternations. We show that the duration of an impulse plays an important role in synchronization phenomena.